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Week of 16 November 2020 
 

Signs of the Times: All over the world the Spirit is 
moving and things are getting better….and worse! 

 
The “end times” are not turning out the way prophecy preachers have taught. People 
are confused. Just like the early disciples of Jesus.  We have the same confusion today 
and most evangelicals are going to miss the significance of the shift of the ages from 
2020 onwards. 
 
Two disciples of Jesus are walking from Jerusalem to Emmaus. It’s three days after 
the crucifixion.  Their dreams and expectations of the restoration of the Kingdom of 
God shattered.  Jesus joins up with them for the walk and asks them why are you so 
sad.  They don’t recognize Him.  Their reply “We trusted that it would have been he 
that which should have redeemed Israel” (Luke 24:21) 
 
Their disappointment was crushing. The whole of Jerusalem had turned out with palm 
leaves and “Hosanna’s to the son of David, the king of Israel”.  Everyone expected 
that He is the one prophesied.  But no armies raised. No liberation from Roman rule. 
No restoration of the kingdom of Israel. 
 
Afterwards Jesus appears to not only His disciples but many others.  Now they are 
really excited. Ok we get it. He had to die to save us from our sins.  But wow now we 
really have the King of Israel finally arrived to restore the kingdom of Israel. He can 
walk through walls, He can fly through the air.  He is invulnerable.  All power in 
heaven and earth is given to Him.  Man if that was today we would know what to call 
Him…Superman! And no kryptonite to stop Him. Let’s get this whole Kingdom thing 
on the go. Let’s go kill Romans and tax collectors and sinners and cleanse the land. 
 
Now I want you to catch something from the first few verses of Acts.  “He showed 
himself alive after his passion by many infallible proofs being seen of them forty 
days and speaking of the things pertaining to the kingdom of God” (Acts 1:3).  Now 
catch this. For 40 days the glorified risen Jesus is teaching them about the Kingdom of 
God.  Now the time comes for Him to depart into heaven.  But just before He is taken 
up in a cloud in heaven they have one last question….”Lord will you at this time 
restore again the Kingdom to Israel?”. (Acts 1:6).  40 days of teaching on the 
Kingdom and apparently Jesus forgot to mention Israel. 
 
He didn’t give them the answer they wanted to hear.  Instead He told them they would 
be baptized in the Holy Spirit in a few days time and they must go into all the world 
to preach the gospel.  And then the angels assured them…don’t worry, Jesus is 
coming back! 
 
Now here is where it gets really tricky.  They still had this obsession on their 
mind….ok Jesus is not now setting up the kingdom of Israel but He is coming back, 
and soon and then He will set up the Kingdom over Israel.  You will see this in all the 
epistles references to the “last days”, Jesus is coming soon.  There was one voice 



however who differed from the whole Jerusalem church headed up by James the 
brother of Jesus…that was Paul.  He tried to warn them and the churches….you have 
this whole Israel and the Kingdom idea wrong.  But they did not listen.  And yes Jesus 
did return in a cloud….a cloud of judgment! Just like He said He would and wiped 
out all of Jerusalem and the Temple and over a million people trapped in Jerusalem in 
70 AD all eagerly believing the prophecies that the Messiah would rescue them and 
set up the Kingdom of God in Israel with Jerusalem as the capital. 
 
Paul warned them in Galatians 4 that earthly Jerusalem will be cast out but the 
heavenly Jerusalem is coming.  Jesus warned all the churches in Asia through the 
Revelation to John of the same thing….Jerusalem would be surrounded by armies and 
destroyed and but the New Jerusalem is coming. 
 
Now let me fast forward to 2020…. 
 
Like the early church the evangelical church is going to be and is very disappointed 
about this whole “end times” teaching.  Nothing is working out as written in books, 
preached from pulpits and broadcast from gospel TV.  And like the early church that 
relied on the authority of the Jerusalem mother church leaders…world wide the 
evangelical church is deferring to the mother charismatic/Pentecostal movement 
leaders in America for definitive guidance as to the prophetic times.  As they seem to 
have all the best teachers. All the best prophets and the best financed ministries. 
 
All eyes are eagerly looking for the latest signs from the nation of Israel.  Any day 
now, the new temple is coming. The priesthood restored, animal sacrifices.  The 
miracle of Donald Trump the modern Cyrus who is miraculously helping Israel so 
that Jesus can return and restore the Kingdom of God from Jerusalem. 
 
The coming disillusionment is going to be tragic.  Why?  Because church leaders are 
not preaching the gospel of the Kingdom.  Therefore they do not see the signs of the 
kingdom and the King.  They are preaching as much bad news as possible to 
supposedly show the end of the world is nigh.  They are committed to see Satan’s one 
world government instead of Christ’a one world government.  They are committed to 
see the Kingdom coming through a restored Israel with Jesus as King in Jerusalem 
instead of the Church as the vehicle of God to bring the Kingdom into all the world 
with Jesus as the Head of His Church, triumphant over Satan and destroying all his 
works. 
 
Now let me tell you the importance of the great shift in both the Spirit realm and the 
worldly realm that is coming after 2020. 
 
Hind sight is the best sight!  With hindsight you get 2020 vision.  And 2020 is giving 
us the Kingdom perspective to really see what the signs are of the Kingdom age in our 
time. 
 
I am going to divide the last 80 years into 2 generational moves of God each 40 years: 
 
1940-1980  The era of the restoration of the gifts of the Holy Spirit to the Church 
 



1980-2020  The era of gifts of wealth and technology to the Church from the kings of 
the earth to the Church. 
 
And from these two great eras I will extrapolate for you what is coming in the next 
great era of 2020-2060 
 
The 1940-1980 Generation 
 
This was the great signs and wonders generation.  It was a time of the restoration of 
the gifts of the Spirit to the church. The 1900-1940 generation were the early pioneers 
of the initial outpouring of the Holy Spirit in our day and age.  The first great 
outpouring of the Spirit since the Day of Pentecost. 
 
But the 1940-1980 generation saw a dramatic increase in the demonstration of the 
power and gifts of the Holy Spirit in the church. It was the time for the restoration of 
the offices of the church; the evangelists, the prophets, the teachers. Much of this 
taking place in the great tent revivals, the great miracle meetings of the 1940’s and 
1950’s.  The 1960’s saw the outpouring of the Holy Spirit into all denominations as 
the charismatic movement swept around the world with a renewed emphasis on great 
teachers of the Word.  The 1970’s saw the great Jesus People movement out of 
California and the release of hundreds of thousands of young people into missions all 
over the world.  Then came the great media explosion of radio, satellite TV, books, 
tapes etc.  
 
This generation saw the return of Israel into the land and had an urgency that they 
were the last generation.  They had a great mission: Preach the gospel into all the 
world and then comes the end...the rapture, the coming of the Lord, Armageddon, the 
Antichrist. 
 
The 1980-2020 Generation 
 
And the 1980-2020 generation?  Well here is the problem.  Not one of the prophecies 
of the things to come from the prophets and preachers of the 1940-1980 generation 
actually came true.  And the things which did come nobody prophesied.  The 
computer technology revolution. The internet.  The fall of communism.  Russia 
reviving the Orthodox church and the government building thousands of churches.  
China becoming the biggest printer of Bibles in the world.  The knowledge of the 
Lord covering the earth as the waters cover the seas…prophesied in the Bible and 
fulfilled by the World Wide Web and the free download of Bibles, sermons, 
teachings, music through websites, Youtube, the IPhone….and I can go on and on. 
 
You would think that something so momentous to the entire world and freedom to 
preach the gospel anywhere in the world as the technology revolution would have 
merited a “Thus saith the Lord….you haven’t seen anything yet…the next 40 years 
from 1980 to 2020 will be the greatest time in the history of the world for reaching the 
world with the gospel, communism will fall, 800 million people will be lifted out of 
abject poverty, dictatorships will crumble, heath will improve, crime and violence will 
drop, incomes will rise and hundreds of millions will come into the Kingdom.” 
 
Here is truth….God did more in the 1980-2020 generation than any of us thought 



possible! He gave us the most incredible technology help to cover the earth with the 
knowledge of the Lord. Scripture says “We know in part and we prophesy in part”  
The Lord did not give us a prophetic insight ahead of time because who would have 
believed it? Try to explain the internet and the IPhone to us in 1980! 
 
So as we move into the 2020 generation….here are the results from the previous 
generations that we carry with us: 
 
Sign 1:  All over the world the Spirit is moving 
 
The Economist magazine several years ago estimated that at current growth rates by 
2025 the number of charismatic/Pentecostals will be 800 million people or 1 in every 
10 people on planet earth.  
 
Sign 2:  All over the world things are getting better 
 
I know this is not good news for apocalyptic preachers but the trends are clear.  
Abject poverty worldwide is declining every year as wealth per capita is increasing all 
over the world.  Health is getting better people are living longer in every country than 
at any time in history.  Nutrition is the best worldwide in terms of calories per person 
per day available.  Violence in the form of deaths from war per 100,000 population is 
the lowest in history, so are crime rates falling.  
 
Sign 3  All over the world technology is disrupting power structures. 
 
I know people like to think the Antichrist is going to rule all over the world but here is 
the reality.  Stop believing the devil’s propaganda.  He might be dreaming about that 
but God has given us technologies that have proven the David’s will kill the Goliaths. 
Bill Gates and Steve Jobs did it to IBM, Bezos and Amazon did it to the retail 
industry, Uber to the taxi industry, Skype to the huge telco monopolies, Airbnb did it 
to the hotel industry, Bitcoin and Blockchain are doing it to the banking industries 
with many more to follow. 
 
Sign 4:  All over the world people and things are getting connected. 
 
The internet is the great revolution that is connecting the whole world.  And when 
Elon Musk gets his 12,000 Starlink satellites in space and Bezos his similar Artemis 
satellites by the thousands and 5 other mega satellite groups also launch then internet 
connectivity will be available to all people everywhere at all time for minimal costs 
for megabit per second download speeds.  And that means God’s people all 800 
million of can connect and inspire each other and do creative things all over the world 
and no dictators or hostile governments can cut the cable or stop the streaming 
information from reaching the people. 
 
Sign 5: All over the world knowledge is increasing. Know anything anytime, 
anywhere.  
 
This was all prophesied to come…”knowledge shall increase” said Daniel.  “The 
knowledge of the Lord shall cover the earth as the waters cover the seas” said 
Nehemiah and Isaiah.  Knowledge is free now everywhere.  In great abundance. 



Knowledge empowers the poor and delivers from ignorance.  Yes there will be a lot 
of “fake news” and nonsense and lies and dirt out there…but so will streams of living 
water to enlighten the truth seekers.   
 
And all these signs point to a radical new world order that is emerging that will need a 
radical new Gospel of the Kingdom to fit the new signs of the times.  A new 
eschatology of hope and success for the church as the old world order collapses and 
out of it rises the manifested Kingdom of God on earth and the endless exponential 
growth of His church to fill all creation.  
 
I want to continue this next week with what this means for the next generation from 
2020 onwards.  Are we ready to actually believe and work towards the gospel 
message the angels first brought with the birth of Christ…”Peace on earth and good 
will to all men”?   
 
Are we ready for the incredible upheavals that this new world of technology is going 
to let loose….unemployment, disruptions, falling structures and age old institutions, 
the threat to the stability of nation states, the collapse of currencies and banking 
empires and many more…. 
 
Are we ready to use the incredible gifts that the Lord has given us through previous 
generations to build “new heavens and a new earth”?  Are we ready to replace the 
tares with the wheat, are we ready to come out of “goat nations” and create “sheep 
nations”? 
 
Every time God has brought His people out whether it is out of Egypt or out of 
Babylon…He has caused he nations and civilizations they were coming out of to give 
them gifts for their new journey. 
 
And so it is with the 2020 generation.  God has given us decades of the restoration of 
spiritual gifts of the restoration of the 5-fold ministry to build up the Church, He has 
given us the restoration of the gifts of the Spirit and now He has made the kings of the 
earth, the innovators, the billionaires, the mega-tech giants…he made them develop 
technology for us to use for the next great move of God.  Truly the wealth of the 
unrighteous laid up for the righteous.  The great wealth transfer is now available if we 
will take it! 
 
The 2020 Generation….the power of the Holy Spirit combined with the power of 
technology to create the “sheep nations” of the earth to cover the earth with the glory 
of the Lord…and bring salvation and health and prosperity and knowledge of the 
Lord to all the earth. 
 
Next week The 2020 Generation…. 
 
 


